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FADE IN:

EXT. COOLSVILLE, OHIO - SKYLINE

ESTABLISHING SHOT of the small town. It’s raining. Pouring.

The roads are covered in murky water, shielding the possible

beauties that lie beneath them.

COOLSVILLE 1988 comes across.

CUT TO:

EXT. COOLSVILLE, OHIO - DOWNTOWN

Buildings are destroyed -- shattered windows and weakening

wood. Cars are floating around in the water.

CUT TO:

INT. BUILDING - DOWNTOWN

A family sits huddled in the corner, crying. Shaking.

Water suddenly rushes through the windows, glass flying in

all directions.

The family screams as the water overtakes them.

CUT TO:

EXT. COOLSVILLE, OHIO - SKYLINE

PULL AWAY from the destroyed town, water rushing through,

covering anything in it’s path. Cracks, and metal clanging

against metal are barely audible over the water.

The liquid begins moving at an incredible pace.

BLACKOUT.

FADE IN:

EXT. COOLSVILLE HIGH - MORNING

COOLSVILLE 2012.

STUDENTS hang around the outside of the school, talking.

Laughing. Having fun.

The QUAD.

Some sit at tables; some stand around; some just sit in the

grass around.



2.

FLASH BETWEEN several shots. Teenagers. Four of them --

-- DAPHNE BLAKE, she walks with arrogance in her step.

-- FRED JONES, he throws a football to his friend.

-- VELMA DINKLEY, she works away at her scientific

contraption.

-- SHAGGY ROGERS, he sits at his desk, awkwardly slouching.

CUT TO:

EXT. COOLSVILLE HIGH - MORNING - LATER

Daphne stands in front of Fred, her eyes gazing at his

sculpted face.

DAPHNE

Hey, Fred! So, um, are you going to

my ’Back-To-School" party tonight?

FRED

I didn’t know you were having a

party.

Daphne SNAPS, and Rebecca, one of her minions, digs a FLYER

out of her bag, handing it to Daphne, who hands it to Fred.

DAPHNE

It starts at seven. I hope to see

you there.

CUT TO:

INT. COOLSVILLE HIGH - MORNING - LATER

Daphne sits in front of Velma, who stares at her, confused.

VELMA

Can I help you with something?

DAPHNE

I need someone to show up so my mom

actually thinks it’s an

"appropriate party".

FLASH TO:



3.

INT. COOLSVILLE HIGH - CLASSROOM

Velma stares at Shaggy, sympathetically, as he collects his

books from the ground.

DAPHNE (CONT’D) (V.O)

It starts at seven. You can bring

anyone you like. Not that there is

anyone.

CUT TO:

EXT. WOODS - NIGHT

Daphne, Fred, Velma and Shaggy all stand together in the

woods, Daphne looking like she wants to kill Velma.

SNAP, SNAP, SNAP.

All four of them dart their heads in the direction of the

sound.

A FIGURE suddenly emerges from the woods, a ways away.

Darkness shields their features, but it’s obvious it’s

carrying a long, plank-like object.

The four grow confused.

VELMA

Who is that?

Fred directs his attention towards the figure.

FRED

Hey! Buddy! Keep on walking!

The figure drops their object. It doesn’t move.

The figure slowly begins to walk towards them, speed growing

with each step. It pulls an object out. A KNIFE.

SHAGGY

Oh my God!!

FRED

Run!!

CUT TO:



4.

INT. ABANDONED HOUSE

Darkness. The only source of light coming the moon shining

through the shattered windows.

FRED (CONT’D)

Shh.

They all creep along, the floorboards feeling the need to

echo their movement.

A CACKLING fills the room. From where, is unknown.

SHAGGY

WHAT IS THAT?!

They all grow confused and scared.

Velma begins to go down the back hallway -- the source of

the mad laugh.

DAPHNE

What are you doing?!

VELMA

Shh!

She continues to creep down the dark hallway, until she

suddenly STOPS. Something blocks her path. Two of them.

They’re see through. White. Blinding. Cackling. Their shape

and appearance are undefined, but they float above the

ground, their ’bodies’ constantly swirling.

GHOSTS.

BLACKOUT.

OVER BLACK -- Everyone screams in terror, the ghosts

cackling like mad.


